Abstract-Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a new imaging modality that noninvasively images the spatial distribution of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIOs). MPI has demonstrated high contrast and zero attenuation with depth, and MPI promises superior safety compared to current angiography methods, X-ray, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging angiography. Nanoparticle relaxation can delay the SPIO magnetization, and in this work we investigate the open problem of the role relaxation plays in MPI scanning and its effect on the image. We begin by amending the x-space theory of MPI to include nanoparticle relaxation effects. We then validate the amended theory with experiments from a Berkeley x-space relaxometer and a Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner. Our theory and experimental data indicate that relaxation reduces SNR and asymmetrically blurs the image in the scanning direction. While relaxation effects can have deleterious effects on the MPI scan, we show theoretically and experimentally that x-space reconstruction remains robust in the presence of relaxation. Furthermore, the role of relaxation in x-space theory provides guidance as we develop methods to minimize relaxation-induced blurring. This will be an important future area of research for the MPI community.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC particle imaging (MPI) is an emerging imaging technology that shows great promise as a safer angiography alternative, particularly for patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) who represent 25% of patients who present to the angiography suite, and 47% of patients in the USA over the age of 70 [1] - [3] . MPI has no ionizing radiation, and the superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPIO) contrast agent is metabolized directly by the liver rather than by the kidneys [4] , [5] . There is ample evidence in the literature that patients with CKD will tolerate SPIO contrast agents far better than iodine or gadolinium [6] . In fact, an SPIO agent (Ferumoxytol, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Lexington, MA) is approved by the Food and Drug Administration to treat a common complication of CKD, iron deficiency anemia [7] . MPI directly measures the location and concentration of SPIOs. A strong magnetic gradient ( 2.3 T/m) creates a field-free-point (FFP), and a time-varying homogeneous field scans the FFP across a region. We can also scan using a field-free-line (FFL), which we use in the projection MPI scanner in this study [8] .The variation of the homogeneous excitation field causes SPIOs at the instantaneous FFP or FFL to "flip," and thereby induce a signal in the receive coil. MPI receives no signal from the background tissue, providing for excellent contrast.
The contrast, sensitivity, and safety of MPI are competitive with existing technologies, but MPI currently lags in spatial resolution. MPI systems theory is essential to understand how to optimize spatial resolution along with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), contrast, hardware and safety concerns. Many studies have made progress in modeling MPI in the temporal harmonic domain and reconstructing with what is known as a system matrix [9] , [10] . However, reconstruction with a system matrix requires multiplying by the inverse of a large system matrix, which may be too complex for real-time reconstruction. The newer x-space analysis views MPI as a scanning process in the image domain [11] , [12] . X-space reconstruction has demonstrated linearity and shift-invariance with essentially zero noise gain. Moreover, x-space reconstruction shows promise for realtime reconstruction since it requires only a point-division by the FFP velocity [8] , [11] - [13] .
Both MPI system theories were derived under an adiabatic assumption that SPIO magnetization instantaneously follows an applied magnetic field. This applied field creates a torque on the magnetic dipole moments of the SPIOs and induces the SPIO alignment with that field. However, the orientation of the SPIO dipole moments are also influenced by thermal fluctuations, which promote random rotations, and by the physical barriers that hinder rotation such as viscous resistance. The competition of these torques causes a phenomenon known as relaxation, which delays the magnetization response of SPIOs and is typically described by a first-order Debye relaxation process [14] , [15] . Relaxation descriptions for particle magnetization have been studied in ferrofluid literature [15] - [21] , primarily for Néel and Brownian relaxation time constants, which are based on thermal processes. Based on this literature, comprehensive models of non-adiabatic MPI magnetization have been derived [22] . Studies indicate relaxation properties of SPIOs may diminish MPI signal [23] , [24] , but, to date, relaxation artifacts on the reconstructed MPI scans have not been analyzed thoroughly.
In this work, we amend the 1-D x-space theory to account for non-adiabatic SPIO magnetization. We show that the inclu-sion of relaxation effects is essential for theoretical predications to agree with experimental MPI data. We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally how relaxation blurs the x-space image and deteriorates resolution and SNR in the scanning direction. In a broader context, a simple model of relaxation will enable us to understand how to design MPI scanning to minimize blurring from relaxation and to achieve a desirable image resolution and signal strength. A better understanding of relaxation effects will benefit both x-space and harmonic reconstruction methods.
II. THEORY
A. Review of Adiabatic X-Space Theory in One Dimension
The x-space theory characterizes MPI as a scanning process in the image domain [11] , [12] . Here, we review the 1-D case; for the 3-D case, please see [12] . Under the adiabatic assumption that relaxation effects are negligible, the scalar magnetization of a SPIO in response to an applied field (4) where is the adiabatic x-space image. Computing (4), we obtain the Adiabatic X-Space Imaging Equation: (5) which is the 1-D magnetic particle distribution convolved with the MPI 1-D point spread function (PSF), which we can clearly identify from this equation to be the derivative of the Langevin equation:
. The x-space analysis describes MPI as sampling of a linear, space-invariant (LSI) system, with an input of the SPIO spatial distribution and an output of the native image of that SPIO distribution. The x-space image reconstruction algorithm is quick, robust, and produces no noise gain. The x-space theory was derived with three physical assumptions [11] , [12] .
1) The instantaneous FFP location is uniquely defined at every point in time. The unique FFP is guaranteed provided that the homogeneity of the gradient field and the FFP shifting field are adequately uniform over the imaging field-of-view (FOV). Even modest tolerances (about 20%) guarantee a unique FFP for 3-D imaging MPI scanners. 2) First harmonic (the fundamental tone) information, which must be filtered out to avoid direct feedthrough contamination, is completely recoverable. Experimental proof that this lost first harmonic information is retrievable can be found in [12] , [13] , [26] . 3) Rotation and alignment of the net magnetization of the SPIOs is adiabatic, or instantaneous, with the applied magnetic field. This assumption is not strictly valid. There have been studies on relaxation in MPI [22] , [27] but to date no one has studied the effect of relaxation on image reconstruction or resolution.
B. Non-Adiabatic X-Space Theory in One Dimension
The well-established literature on ferrofluids typically models magnetic nanoparticle relaxation as a first-order Debye process. Hence, we adopted their first-order model to see if this model could predict our experimental findings in x-space MPI. One component of the Debye model is given by the differential equation [14] , [15] (7) for where is the Heaviside function. This result shows that SPIO magnetization can be approximated as a temporal convolution between an exponential relaxation term and the adiabatic magnetization. We can describe magnetization in a more general sense as a temporal convolution between the adiabatic magnetization and a convolution kernel which represents the relaxation process (8) In this work, because we assume a Debye relaxation process, the relaxation term is an exponential decay, . A common alternative would be a relaxation process modeled as a Gaussian decay. Additionally, the relaxation time constant, , could vary with nanoparticle size or other parameters, and there is always a distribution of nanoparticle sizes in any voxel. Hence, could represent the sum of all the particles' relaxation processes; however in this work we use a single relaxation time constant . In any of these cases, the relaxation convolution breaks the adiabatic assumption made in the original x-space theory of MPI.
We combine (1) and (8) to obtain (9) as the full expression for non-adiabatic magnetization. To calculate the signal received by an inductive pick-up coil, we again use the principle of reciprocity. Evaluating the derivative using the convolution differentiation property [28] , we find that the resulting signal equation is a temporal convolution between the adiabatic signal and the relaxation convolution kernel (10) (11) Note that the first operation is a spatial convolution, whereas the second operation is a temporal convolution. Both convolutions can contribute to spatial blur in the reconstructed MPI image. However, they manifest very differently.
To reconstruct, we perform velocity compensation and gridding as performed in (4). However, in this case velocity compensation imposes a challenge because now we cannot simply divide the signal by the FFP velocity. Therefore, the non-adiabatic image reconstruction requires a modification. Because relaxation temporally delays the received signal, we estimate that the peak signal is delayed by approximately half the relaxation time. Therefore, we modify the Non-Adiabatic X-Space Image Reconstruction Equation to read (12) Here, we perform velocity compensation with the FFP velocity temporally delayed by half the relaxation time. Below we show that this approximation performs well in both simulations and experiments. The resulting image is approximated by the NonAdiabatic X-Space Imaging Equation (13) Again, we note this equation represents the SPIO density spatially convolved with the adiabatic PSF (the derivative of the Langevin equation), and now additionally temporally convolved with the relaxation term. Both convolutions blur the SPIO magnetization density, so both are critical to understanding and improving resolution and signal.
In Fig. 1 , we see that the addition of relaxation effects into the x-space theory causes an asymmetric blur based on scanning direction. With a sinusoidal excitation field, the FFP oscillates back and forth in the positive and negative directions. With relaxation included, there is a visible alternation in the blur on alternating scanning directions. This asymmetry differs qualitatively from the adiabatic formulation in which the blur is completely symmetric regardless of scanning direction.
III. METHODS
A. Berkeley X-Space Projection MPI Scanner
The Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner used to acquire images in this study scans with a FFL instead of a FFP [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The scanner has a 2.3 T/m main field gradient and a sinusoidal excitation field operating at 22.9 kHz. Phase calibration was performed by using an SPIO sample (50 nm hydrodynamic diameter fluidMAG nanoparticles by Chemicell, Berlin, Germany) which experimentally demonstrated a negligible relaxation time. For more details on the Berkeley FFL scanner, refer to [8] , [12] . For scanning, we laser cut an acrylic line resolution phantom with wells of 1.74 0.10 mm thickness, as measured by micrometer (Fig. 4) . The three pairs of wells were spaced 7.96 0.07 mm, 5.95 0.08 mm, and 3.93 0.19 mm apart, as measured by micrometer from center to center of the wells. These wells were filled with 20-fold diluted Resovist particles (20 iron, Bayer-Schering, Berlin, Germany), a commercially-manufactured SPIO tracer developed for MRI [29] .
B. Berkeley X-Space Relaxometer
The Berkeley MPI relaxometer [ Fig. 2(b) and (c) ] measures the x-space PSF without an imaging gradient [11] , [30] . This system has an analogous goal as the MPI spectrometer, which is tailored to harmonic reconstruction methods [31] , [32] . Unlike the spectrometer, this device measures information solely in the time domain, so it is suitable for the x-space reconstruction method. The system has an excitation electromagnet and a bias coil. Varying the bias field enables us to simulate moving a point source sample in a gradient field. The virtual FFP is scanned using a resonant excitation coil, and the signal is received by an inductive receiver coil.
The bias coil is driven by an audio amplifier (AE Techron LVC5050, Elkhart, IN) at bias fields up to 180 mT. The excitation coil generates a sinusoidal magnetic field of 10-200 mT-pp strength at frequencies ranging from 1.5 to 11.5 kHz and is driven by an audio amplifier (AE Techron LVC5050, Elkhart, IN). The signal is received using a gradiometric receive coil and is digitized by a 12-bit data acquisition system at 10 MSPS (National Instruments PCI-6115, Austin, TX). Custom software written in MATLAB (Mathworks MATLAB, Natick, MA) controls the system. We performed phase matching using an inductive pick-up coil and by further calibrating phase with a SPIO sample (50 nm hydrodynamic diameter fluidMAG nanoparticles by Chemicell, Berlin, Germany), which had negligible relaxation times. We measured the PSFs of Resovist particles (Bayer-Schering, Berlin, Germany) in the relaxometer.
Here, the partial FOV method was employed, similar in goal to the focus-field methodology of Philips [33] - [35] , but with some crucial distinctions in implementation, as detailed in [12] , [13] , [26] . Numerous overlapping partial FOVs are employed to cover a full FOV. The excitation field strength determines the size of each partial FOV. A homogeneous dc field is progressively adjusted to offset the partial FOV center points, ensuring overlap between partial FOVs. This allows for reconstructing a much wider spatial FOV. During reconstruction these partial FOVs are stitched together to create the full PSF. Because we lose the first harmonic content of the MPI signal, we perform a dc recovery algorithm during this reconstruction [12] , [13] , [26] .
C. Theoretical Calculations
Theoretical x-space signals were computed using MATLAB software (Mathworks MATLAB, Natick, MA). The adiabatic x-space theoretical signal was calculated using (2) , and the nonadiabatic x-space theoretical signal was calculated using (10) with an exponential decay term for the convolution kernel . A log normal distribution of SPIO diameters was used to calculate the and variables in . The relaxation term was calculated based on a relaxation time parameter . Although the relaxation time could be calculated based on a theoretical prediction of , which often depends on the distribution of SPIO diameters, we used a single time constant, which we estimated by data fitting, as described in Section III-D. The theoretical signal response for 10 cycles of the excitation field was sampled at a rate corresponding to an analog sampling rate of 2 MHz, which is adequate to capture relaxation times approaching a microsecond. The excitation field was chosen as a sinusoid with the frequency and field strength of the relaxometer (Section III-B). Signal responses for the positive and negative scanning directions were separated based on whether the FFP velocity was positive or negative.
D. Fitting Algorithm for Relaxation Time Measurements
The experimental relaxometer signals were fit using a nonlinear least-squares optimization method that assumes a log normal particle size distribution and a single relaxation time constant. The fitting algorithm calculates theoretical signals, as described in Section III-C, for each candidate particle size distribution and relaxation time. All fitting algorithms were performed using only the theoretical and experimental signals in the positive scanning direction. The experimental signal was acquired with a single FOV in the Berkeley x-space relaxometer. The best estimate of the nanoparticle relaxation time was solved by minimizing the error between the data and the theory. Good correspondence between this method's fitted SPIO diameter distribution and with size measurements using transmission electron microscopy was previously shown in [30] .
IV. RESULTS
A. Relaxation Blurs the X-Space Image in the Scanning Direction
We calculated MPI point spread functions according to both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic x-space theories [ (2) and (10), respectively] for two experimental scenarios, one in the Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner [ Fig. 3 All theoretical PSFs were normalized with the adiabatic theoretical signal. Comparing the non-adiabatic signals to the adiabatic signals, relaxation in the non-adiabatic x-space theory caused a loss in SNR of the signal and caused an asymmetric blur in the scanning direction of the image. This blur spatially shifts the peak signal in the image and increases the PSF's full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), which we use to define our MPI resolution [36] . As these image effects were seen in the scanning direction, the reconstructed theoretical images for the positive and negative scanning directions were not identical.
B. MPI X-Space Theory With Relaxation Predicts Point Spread Function 1) Berkeley X-Space Projection MPI Scanner:
The calculated adiabatic and non-adiabatic x-space PSFs were compared with experimental PSF data obtained for Resovist particles in the projection MPI scanner. For the non-adiabatic theory, the (single) relaxation time constant was estimated from a single-FOV PSF of Resovist measured in the relaxometer under equivalent scanning conditions. These theoretical signals were compared to a 1-D profile through a scanner image of an amount of undiluted Resovist (2 ) , small enough to act as a point source [ Fig. 3(a) and (b) ]. Both the experiment and the theory are illustrated for the positive scanning direction only. Both theoretical signals were normalized with the adiabatic theoretical signal, and the experimental signal was normalized with the non-adiabatic theoretical signal for illustration purposes. The adiabatic x-space theory predicted the PSF to have a FWHM of 2.0 mm, whereas the non-adiabatic x-space theory predicted a FWHM of 3.1 mm. The experimental PSF of the scanner image had a FWHM measurement nearly identical to that of the non-adiabatic theory, 3.1 mm.
2) Berkeley X-Space Relaxometer: We also calculated the adiabatic and non-adiabatic x-space theoretical PSFs using the same scanning parameters as a relaxometer measured PSF for Resovist particles [ Fig. 3(c) and (d) ]. To calculate the non-adiabatic theoretical PSF, we used a relaxation time constant which was measured under identical scanning conditions (see Section III-D). Both theoretical PSFs were normalized with the adiabatic theoretical PSF. The experimental PSF was then normalized with the non-adiabatic theoretical PSF for illustration purposes. The adiabatic theoretical signal predicted the FWHM of the PSF to be 4.8 mT, whereas the non-adiabatic theory predicted a FWHM of 9.7 mT. The FWHM of the experimentally measured PSF was 10.7 mT.
C. MPI X-Space Theory With Relaxation Predicts Experimental Images
We scanned a line resolution phantom of 20-fold diluted Resovist in the Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner and compared a 1-D profile through the center of the acquired positive velocity image to the predictions of the adiabatic and non-adiabatic x-space theories (Fig. 4) . For the non-adiabatic x-space theory, we used the measured relaxation time for Resovist in the Berkeley x-space relaxometer under equivalent scanning conditions (Section III-D). We normalized the 1-D image profiles of both the theories to the experimental image profile. Scanning direction dependencies are demonstrated in the experimental profile as the right well in each well pair has a higher peak than the left well as some of the signal in the left well has been blurred to the right (the positive scanning direction). Additionally, the experimental profile is blurred much further in the positive scanning direction than the profile predicted by the adiabatic x-space theory, whereas the non-adiabatic theory shows similar widths as and excellent alignment with the experimental profile.
V. DISCUSSION
The incorporation of Debye first-order relaxation modeling into the x-space analysis of MPI resulted in several predictions, including the following. 1) Asymmetric, Increased Blurring: Relaxation caused a temporal lag in SPIO response, which blurred the PSF in the scanning direction of the spatial domain after x-space reconstruction. Blurring due to relaxation caused a spatial shift in peak signal that alternates in the positive and negative directions. Relaxation also increases total blur, as measured by overall FWHM. 2) SNR Loss: Due to relaxation blurring, the peak MPI signal amplitude decreases since the rate of change of flux is slowed. Because the noise was unchanged, this decrease in signal becomes a loss in SNR. Overall, the simple Debye first-order non-adiabatic x-space analysis showed excellent agreement with experimental data. The addition of relaxation effects improved agreement between the x-space theory and experimental images acquired from point sources and the more complex line resolution phantom in the Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner. The adiabatic x-space theory consistently predicted superior spatial resolution than the obtained experimental data, whereas the non-adiabatic x-space theory consistently predicted spatial resolution consistent with the data. The non-adiabatic theoretical signal had a similar shape and FWHM compared to the experimental relaxometer signal, whereas the adiabatic theory did not accurately predict the complex shape and asymmetry of the experimental relaxometer signal. It is important to note that the measured relaxation times for the two MPI systems were quite different, resulting in different degrees of relaxation-induced blurring. We believe these differences in relaxation times are due to the differences in operating frequency of the two systems, which will be an important future subject of research in order to minimize relaxation-induced blurring.
This non-adiabatic description of x-space MPI accounts for the observedasymmetrybetweenthepositive andnegative directions of scanning. Most noticeably, it explains an asymmetric blurring and associated shifting artifact which were always evident in experimental data. In a rectilinear trajectory in x-space in which every other line is scanned in the opposite direction, in the resulting image, every other line would be shifted and blurred in the opposite direction. This even/odd artifact could be mitigated by using only positive (or negative) scanning direction data in a 2-D image reconstruction. Another alternative could be to use both even and odd scanning directions and a phase recovery algorithm to create a symmetric impulse response. Despite this blurring in the scanning direction, x-space reconstruction still produces an image, albeit with a moderate loss in resolution.
This work represents the first experimental and theoretical exploration of the effects of relaxation, which has been neglected in both system matrix reconstruction and x-space reconstruction. This enhanced knowledge of how relaxation impacts the image can enable us to minimize these negative effects. SPIO characteristics can be tailored for excellent MPI resolution by maximizing the magnetic capabilities while minimizing relaxation parameters [23] , [24] . We can also explore how MPI scanning parameters affect relaxation effects so that MPI scanning sequences can be designed for optimal resolution for a given SPIO. Relaxation blurring may also be reduced with postprocessing methods. By experimentally measuring the relaxation process in vivo, one could deconvolve the effects of relaxation using well-known methods of image processing. Deconvolution would of course increase noise [37] , implying that an optimal tradeoff could be explored. Understanding relaxation and its consequences will help us to improve MPI image quality.
The current work relies on only a single relaxation time constant, yet it seems to adequately predict experimental data. Clearly, more sophisticated relaxation models, similar to the thorough work in [22] may offer improvements. Multiple relaxation times or multiple relaxation mechanisms should certainly be explored as they may be present in the in vivo environment.
This direction of research holds exciting potential for future molecular and cellular imaging applications of MPI. Relaxation times may be used to monitor in vivo parameters, in combination with SPIOs labeled with ligands designed to alter their dominant relaxation mechanism. For example, one could imagine using MPI to monitor in vivo viscosity [38] , perhaps with no ligand. MPI may also be used one day to visualize protein or cell binding via relaxation measurements of a SPIO labeled with a tailored ligand [39] , [40] . Of course, these emerging MPI molecular and cellular imaging methods must be explored with both x-space and harmonic reconstruction schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
The non-adiabatic x-space theory is the first example of a MPI system theory and reconstruction scheme that accounts for relaxation effects. The non-adiabatic x-space theory showed excellent agreement with experimentally measured signals from both the Berkeley x-space relaxometer and the Berkeley x-space projection MPI scanner. Our data indicates that relaxation modeling is crucial to modeling the MPI signal. Relaxation caused a loss in SNR and an asymmetric blurring of the image in the scanning direction. We demonstrated that a simple modification to x-space reconstruction produces robust image reconstruction. Understanding relaxation's effect on the image will help researchers to mitigate relaxation blurring and to design SPIOs and x-space scanning methods for optimal image quality.
